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About WCA
Locally owned family business since 1979
140 Computer Professionals

WCA is an exceptional technology sales and service
organization that partners with customers to
reduce their costs and increase the efficiency
through technology. We accomplish this by
providing unbiased presales consultation,
exceptional pricing, outstanding deployment
and maintenance services anywhere in
North America.
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en e Assessment ene ts

- Enterprise- caliber IT assessment, appropriate
for SMB, mid-marker & the largest
organizations

40 Technicians and Engineers
Two World Class Facilities
VarBusiness ranks WCA in the top 1% of All
Solution Providers in the United States
HP, Dell, Lenovo & IMSN rank WCA amongst the
best service organizations in America
IBM recognized WCA as one of the best six service
organizations in North America

- Highly consultative engagement between IT
WCA engineeers
- Workload-focused assessment takes all the
guess-work out of cloud costs & migration
strategy
- Clear understanding that results are
driven by customer business
requirements and preferences

Partner with WCA for Cloud Intelligence
Without solid analytics, any cloud adoption, expansion, or refresh strategy will fail short. WCA delivers
the tools and experience IT organizations need to discover and analyze information relating to physical
or virtual workloads, quickly and efficiently.
With WCA, you can simultaneously discover assets within multiple environments, including in-house,
hosted, co-located, or cloud platforms. WCA will provide “single pane of glass” reporting and analytics
that give a comprehensive view into target assets that are part of a cloud enablement or migration plan.
As it related to cloud migration, once target-workload information is available, you can use any of the
application and workload features together or independently to analyze, group, and track capacity,
performance, and elasticity.

Powerful Analytics, Easy Process
-

WCA remotely assists deployment of a virtual appliance that serves as the probe for assessment
of target workloads
Security and data sensitivity features allow you to control the specific targets, data collected,
data retention, frequency, and destination of scanned data.
Low intrusion analysis virtual appliance is easily configured and deployed by organizations with
up to a world-wide footprint, delivering a single point data aggregation.
Once target-workload information is available, you can use any of the application and workload
analytics features to consider alternative for on-premise or public cloud migration. WCA will
assist in developing best-fit offerings based on multi-layered requirements established by
workload owner.

Your Cloud, Your Preferences
Many organizations approach cloud-adoption in a piecemeal manner without considering the big picture
in perspective. This results in an inability to capitalize on cost-savings of IaaS, as well as experience
uncontrolled cloud-sprawl with limited visibility to IT management.
-

-

WCA assists in creating template-driven requirements that cover dozens of categories from
basic capacity to SLA objectives and even managed service requirements
Delivered is a cloud design, enablement, and migration plan that allows an organization to
create a meaningful and phased road-map for the migration of workloads to cloud (private,
hybrid, public).
Regain the grip around governance with your cloud, driven by your preferences, and no surprise
costs that break budgets or delay business outcomes.

To schedule a scoping, call Brian McCarthy – Senior Cloud Specialist or email bmc@wca.com.
We can typically schedule assessments within one week.

